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1.- Atoms loaded in optical lattices can simulate different many-body quantum systems!

 THE  PROBLEM:  The faithful discrimination between different 
quantum states of many-body systems realized with ultracold 
gases.!



•  Paradigmatic example:  The Bose-Hubbard Mott-Superfluid transition

M. P. A. Fisher et al, Phys. Rev. B 40, 546 (1989)   D. Jaksch et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 3108 (1998)

M. Greiner, et al. Nature 415, 39 (2002)

Mott-InsulatorSuperfluid



2. Atoms have internal degrees of freedom which play the role of a (pseudo)-spin!

The spinor degree of freedom of atoms corresponds to the manifold of degenerate—in 
the absence of an external magnetic field— Zeeman hyperfine energy levels.

F = I +J, where I refers to the nuclear spin, and J = L+S describes the total electronic angular 
momentum, L being the orbital angular momentum, and S the spin of the outer electron.



• Exchange Interactions:                                           Quantum Information  
• Super-exchange Interactions:                      Quantum Magnetism

L.-M. Duan, E. Demler, and M. D. Lukin Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 090402 (2003).  J. J. Garcia-Ripoll and J. I. Cirac, New J. Phys. 5, 76 (2003). S. Trotzky, 
et al. Science 319, 295 (2008), Bloch et al. (2008)

Virtual tunneling induces spin-
exchange interaction

collisions induce spin-exchange 
interaction: gates

3. Interactions between atoms with internal degrees of freedom lead to!



In a lattice, the different spin configurations can lead to very different quantum state. 
For example, F=3/2 fermions (4 internal states, 4 colours) in a square lattice can 
arrange themselves very differently ! 

Neel Plaquette I

Dimer Plaquette II

4. An example:!

Szirmae et al. 2011



Bloch, Ke4erle, Esslinger, Sengstock... 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Why is this important ?!
    Simulation of quantum  magnets with optical lattice:  quantum phase 

transitions, order parameters, universality, topological insulators, novel 
states of matter, High Tc superconductivity, transport properties, and a 
plethora of effects.



 *  ground state properties
  *  excitations
  *  collective modes
  *  low temperature/entropy dynamics

In general, the response of ultracold atomic systems to a linear perturbations provides: 
            first order (single particle spectral function) and
             second order (dynamical structure factor) correlation function
on the same or another operator of interest.

How can we know what are we doing?!

(i) Perturb the system (weakly) and observe its behaviour (linear response)    
traditional method 



1- Time of flight: first order correlation!

BEC released from the trap,  pictures are taken after several ms of tof  (courtesy S. Jochim)

Time of flight measurements probe one body density matrix at equal times

Its Fourier transform is the momentum distribution, and 
is the image one obtains by shining the sample with light 
after some expansion

Time of flight in trapped condensates
time 

(i) after opening the trap, the atoms fall under gravitation for time “tof”

(ii) the position of the detected atom reflects the momentum 
      it has on the trap



1- Time of flight: first order correlation!
Time of flight in optical lattices

Time of flight probes states with a well defined quasimomentum, for instance a superfluid state in which 
atoms are completely delocalised over the whole lattice or a BEC where long-range order gives a 
constant value of the first order coherence



2- Noise correlations:  second order correlation!

Assuming that particles follow ballistic expansion after
time of flight, two pixels of the image taken at
time of flight should reveal density-density correlations

from Fölling et al. 2005—.

Bosons Fermions



3- Bragg spectroscopy: two point correlation function!
(i) 2-photon Bragg + time of flight

(ii) Optical Bragg spectroscopy, non destructive, detects some spin 
structure

Ernst et al. 2010

Corvilos et al 2010



4- Single site addressability!
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It detects odd atoms occupancy, 
detects MOTT states, 
is highly destructive 

(a) Sherson et al, (b) Bark et al 2010



     quantum polarization 
spectroscopy: LIGHT-
MATTER INTERACTIONS 

   quantum non destructive 
(also non demolishing) 

   Single site resolution 

   Measure long range spin 
correlations 

   Works in any dimension 

Eckert et al. 2007, Roscilde et al. 2009, de Chiara et. al 2011   

   Measures order parameters! 

5- A matter-light interface: quantum spectroscopy!



The probing 
scheme 



The setup 

   Spinorial bosonic atoms are trapped in an opDcal laEce in 
the Mo4   insulator regime.  
   For small tunneling, the system is effecDvely described as 
a spin chain 



The setup 

  A polarized laser beam is shone on the atoms in a standing 
wave configuraDon 
  Due to the large detuning, light is only coupled dispersively  
to the atoms (no absorpDon) 



The setup 

  Due  to  the  Faraday  effect,  the output  light  polarizaDon  is 
rotated due to the effecDve atomic angular momentum 
  By  measuring  the  output  polarizaDon  we  can  infer 
informaDon on the atomic spins 

HD 



The mapping  
   As a result of the linear coupling between the light 

polarization and the effective atomic angular momentum: 



The mapping 
   the effective angular momentum is mapped onto the output 

light quadrature: 

where X is the polarization fluctuation perpendicular to the 
initial polarization and κ is the atom-light coupling constant. 

   The average value of the Jzeff is mapped onto the mean value 
of Xout: 



magnetization 

  By choosing: 
same period as the laEce 

no shiT 

we measure the total magnetization: 



Staggered magnetization 



Staggered magnetization 

  By choosing: 
double the laEce period 

no shiT and 1 atom shiT 

we measure the staggered magnetization: 



So far: 

  By measuring the average value of the 
output light we probe the total or the 
staggered magnetization of the spin chain. 

   In this way we infer whether the system is 
ferro or antiferromagnetic. 



The Variance 
  Let us consider now the variance of the 

output field quadrature: 

where 

therefore by measuring the variance of 
the output field we have access to the two 
body correlations 



Structure factor 
   As shown in Roscilde et al. 2009, for a state with zero 

magnetization, by averaging over the phase shift α one 
obtains the magnetic structure factor: 

where 



Discussion 

  One can in principle measure higher 
moments and reconstruct the whole many-
body state 

  So far we have seen very simple examples, 
but can we discriminate different phases of 
a strongly correlated systes, quantum 
phase trasitions.....? 



An example:�
the spin-1 chain 



The spin-1 chain

  We consider an isotropic spin-1 chain with 
Hamiltonian: 

ferro 

criDcal 

Haldane 

dimer 



The spin-1 chain

ferro 

criDcal 

Haldane 

dimer 

magneDzaDon 
π/3 mode 

structure factor 

string order dimer order 



  Our task is to reconstruct the phase 
diagram by using the polarization 
spectroscopy technique. 

  We use the Density Matrix 
Renormalization Group for the 
numerical simulations 

  The ferromagnetic phase is detected by 
a net rotation of the polarization 
which marks the total magnetization. 

code available at www.dmrg.it 

ferro 

criDcal 

Haldane 

dimer 



  For the other phases we look at the 
signal variance: 

  For example in the critical phase: 



we study the amplitude 
(visibility) of these 
oscillations: 



Results: critical phase 

L=132 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 criDcal 



Results: critical phase 
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Results: dimer phase 
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Results: dimer phase 

L=132 

dimer order 

parameter 

dimer  Haldane  criDcal 

dimer order 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Summary
  The ferromagnetic phase is detected by a 

non zero average value of Jzeff  

  The critical and dimer phases are detected 
by Cε and Dε  

dimer  Haldane  criDcal 

  Using the variance of Jzeff  
we did not find a clear 
signal which detects 
the haldane phase   
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The spin-1 chain with uniaxial anisotropy

 De Chiara & Sanpera 2011
De Chiara, Romero-Isart, Sanpera 20101

+ D \sum_i \bf {S_i^z}^2 	



Conclusions 

  We discussed a novel technique to probe 
magnetic systems in optical lattices 

  This method allows the direct measurement 
of magnetic order parameters in spin chains 

   it also allows to detect multipartite 
entanglement in many-body systems 

Reference: G. De Chiara, O. Romero‐Isart and A. Sanpera: arXiv:1007.2591 


